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1. Introduction

• What is the SM-like Higgs boson discovered at LHC? 

• It can be the SM Higgs boson.

• It can be a Higgs boson of New Physics. 

• This is the most important issue in the present particle physics world!

• Here we study a possibility that it is the lightest Higgs boson of Minimal 

Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) focusing on the width of the 

decay                      .

• We compute the width at full one-loop level in the         scheme in the 

MSSM with non minimal Quark Flavor Violation (QFV).

• We find that the difference of the MSSM and SM predictions for the width 

can be quite significant compared with expected experimental errors at 

future lepton colliders such as ILC.
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2. MSSM with QFV

The basic parameters of the MSSM with QFV:

{tanb, mA , M1 , M2 , M3 , m , M2
Q,ab , M2

U,ab , M2
D,ab , TUab , TDab }

(at Q = mh scale ) (a,b = 1,2,3 =  u, c, t  or  d, s, b)

tanb : ratio of VEV of the two Higgs doublets <H0
2>/<H0

1>

mA :           CP odd Higgs boson mass (pole mass)

M1, M2 ,M3 :  U(1), SU(2),SU(3)  gaugino masses

m :  higgsino mass parameter

M2
Q,ab :  left squark soft mass matrix

M2
Uab :  right up-type squark soft mass matrix

M2
Dab :  right down-type squark soft mass matrix

TUab : trilinear coupling matrix of up-type squark and  Higgs boson

TDab : trilinear coupling matrix of down-type squark and  Higgs boson



Key parameters in this study are:

QFV parameters: dLL
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We respect the following experimental and theoretical constraints:

(1)  The recent LHC limits on the masses of squarks, gluino, charginos and 

neutralinos.

(2)  The constraint on (mA , tanb ) from the recent MSSM Higgs boson search at LHC. 

(3) The constraints on the QFV parameters from the B meson data.

etc.

(4) The constraints from the observed Higgs boson mass at LHC 

(allowing for theoretical uncertainty): 122.7 GeV < m_h0 < 127.6 GeV.

(5)  Theoretical constraints from the vacuum stability conditions for the

QFC/QFV trilinear couplings TUab . 

(6) The experimental limit on SUSY contributions to the electroweak  r  parameter

r(SUSY) < 0.0012.

3. Constraints on the MSSM



4. Benchmark QFV Scenario

Sizable QFV parameters

large               mixing scenario 

(large top-trilinear-coupling scenario)
RL tt

~~


decoupling Higgs scenario
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Definition of QFV parameters
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Physical masses in our benchmark scenario



Main features of our scenario:

- Large scharm-stop mixing terms M2
Q23,,M

2
U23, TU23 ,TU32

- Large QFV/QFC trilinear couplings TU23 ,TU32 , TU33

The gluino loop contributions to the width                               are 
enhanced!  (see next page)

Large deviation of the MSSM prediction for                               from
the SM prediction!

This makes it easier to discover the QFV SUSY effects in 
this decay                       !
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In this large                     & mixing scenario; 

Gluino loop contributions can be large!
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In our scenario “trilinear couplings“ ( , ,            

couplings) = (TU23 TU32 , TU33 ) are large!

couplings are large!
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5.  h0 → c cbar at full 1-loop level

• We compute the width                              at full 1-loop level in the  

renormalization scheme in the MSSM with QFV.

• We take the normalization scale as Q =         .

• We study the normalization scale Q dependences of the width 

in the range                                           . 
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For details, see Phys. Rev. D 91 (2015) 015007 [arXiv:1411.2840 [hep-ph] ]



• Invariant decay amplitude                                  : 

Minv =  M tree +  M1-loop +  . . .

=                 +                     +                   +                      +  . . .

M1-loop =  MSUSY QCD-loops + MEW-loops

= M(gluon-loop) + M(gluino-loop)

+

+  M(neutralino/chargino/squark - loop) 

(Note) MEW-loops is small.

(Note) In our benchmark scenario, M(gluino-loop) is significantly   

larger than M(gluon-loop): 

M(gluon-loop): M(gluino-loop) ~ 1 : 2
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Main one-loop contributions with SUSY particles



• The decay width                            :  

~  |Minv|
2  

= (M tree + M 1-loop +  . . .)* (M tree + M 1-loop +  . . .)

≈  | M tree |2 + 2 Re(M tree* M 1-loop)  

Each 1-loop diagram contributes to the width                               separately  

without interfering with each other!

(Note) We include real photon /gluon emissions in the width in order to 

cancel the IR divergences.

(Note) We improve gluon loop contribution by including  gluonic 

contributions.  (See M. Spira, Fortsch. Phys. 46 (1998) 203 [hep-ph9705337])
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Contour plot of the deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction

(PDG2014) in                     plane 

- The MSSM prediction                                                 is very sensitive to the 

QFV parameters !

- The deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction can be very 

large (as large as ~ - 35%)!

5. Numerical results
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Contour plots of the deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction

in                    plane 

- The MSSM prediction                                                 is very sensitive to the 

QFV parameters !

- The deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction can be very 

large (as large as ~ 20%)!
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Contour plots of the deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction

in                    plane 

- The MSSM prediction                                                 is very sensitive to the 

QFV parameters !

- The deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction can be very 

large (as large as ~ - 30%)!
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QFV parameter dependences of one-loop     , improved g,  and EW 

contributions to 
g~

loopfullcch  10 )(

- The gluino loop contribution             is sensitive to the QFV parameters!

- The gluino loop contribution                            can be very large (up to 45%)!
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If we switch off all the QFV parameters in our benchmark QFV scenario, 

then the MSSM prediction becomes nearly equal to  the  SM prediction!:

MeVcch MSSMQFC 116.0)( 0 =

MeVcch SM 118.0)( 0 =

The QFC supersymmetric contributions change the width

by only ~ -1.5% compared to the SM value.
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7. Theoretical and Experimental Errors

(a)                                        6%

See; arXiv:1310.8361:  Higgs WG Report Snowmass2013

arXiv:1307.1347: Report of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group

arXiv:1311.6721v3: L. G. Almeida et al., Phys. Rev. D 89 (2014) 033006 

arXiv:1404.0319: G. P. Lepage, P. B. Mackenzie, M. E. Peskin

(b)                                                6%

(for our benchmark QFV scenario)

* uncertainties due to error of charm quark mass                       :       5.2% 

* uncertainties due to error of QCD coupling                      :        2%     

* uncertainties due to errors of  the other SM input parameters, such as   

, are negligible.

* uncertainties due to renormalization scale Q dependences of the width:       0.5%

(see next plot)
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The renormalization scale Q dependence of the 

MSSM width in the range

The renormalization scale Q dependence of the MSSM width is small; 

it results in ~ 0.5% theoretical uncertainties.
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(c)                                               3% (5.6%) 

(at ILC (500GeV) with 1600 fb-1 (500 fb-1 ) ) 

See;  ILC Higgs White Paper, arXiv:1310.0763

J. Tian and K. Fujii, PoS(EPS-HEP2013) 316,  arXiv:1311.6528
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The deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM width can 

be very large (as large as ~ 35%) as shown above!

Such a large deviation can be observed at ILC (500GeV), 

even if we take into account the theoretical uncertainties 

of the predictions!

(Note) A measurement of the width                          at LHC (even at HL-LHC) 

is very difficult due to the difficulty in charm-tagging.
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8. Conclusion
- We have calculated the width of the SM like Higgs boson decay 

h → c cbar at full  one-loop level (in the DRbar renorm. scheme) 

in the MSSM with non minimal QFV. 

- The QFV effect (i.e. scharm-stop mixing effect) on the width can be quite large

despite the very strong constraints on QFV from the B meson data. 

- The deviation of the MSSM  prediction from the SM width can be strongly 

enhanced (up tp ~ 35%) by the QFV effect (i.e. scharm-stop mixing effect)!

- The deviation of the MSSM  prediction from SM width can be quite significant 

compared with the expected experimental errors at ILC(500GeV),  

even if we take into account the theoretical uncertainties of the predictions!

- Therefore, we have a good chance to discover 

the QFV SUSY effect in this decay h → c cbar 

at ILC! 



- Our analysis suggests the following:

PETRA/TRISTAN discovered virtual Z0 effect for the 

first time.

Similarly, ILC could discover virtual SUSY effects for 

the first time!
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Thank you!
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Higher Mass QFV Scenario

Physical masses (in Higher Mass QFV Scenario):

= {1.1, 1.5, 2.6, 3.4, 3.4, 3.5} TeV

= {2.6, 3.4, 3.4, 3.4, 3.4, 3.5} TeV 

= {390, 800, 2030, 2030, 800, 2030} GeV

Higher Mass QFV Scenario: 

The benchmark QFV scenario with all mass parameters scaled up by a

factor = 1.5 (except TU33 = -2050 GeV → 1323 GeV).

For example; 

{ M1, M2, M3 } = {250, 500, 1500} GeV → {375, 750, 2250} GeV                       
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< up-squark sector > < down-squark sector >
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The deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction can be 

very large (as large as ~ 40%) even in a Higher Mass Scenario!

Deviation of the MSSM prediction from the SM prediction in                   plane 
uLRuRR

2323 dd 

mixing parameterRR tc
~~ 
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~~ 

Deviation in Higher Mass QFV Scenario



- decreases mildly with increase of gluino mass!

- The deviation from the SM width remains to be sizable even for

higher gluino mass (> 3 TeV)! 

Gluino mass dependence of 

in our Benchmark QFV Scenario
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Constraints on the MSSM parameters from 

B meson data and Higgs boson mass



Example of gluonic contributions
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Gluino mass limit from LHC(7/8 TeV)
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STOP mass limit from LHC(7/8 TeV)
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From J. Hewett’s talk at LCWS2013



From J. Hewett’s talk at LCWS2013



Black area is an excluded region in pMSSM = (MSSM with MFV)

x

Squark - gluino mass limit from LHC(7/8 TeV)

Our benchmark QFV scenario:

= (degenerate mass of 1st & 2nd generation squarks)
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From J. Hewett’s talk at LCWS2013



Higher Mass QFV Scenario: 
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Direct squark

all limits are 

observed nominal 
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Direct slepton

Direct  

CMS-PAS-SUS-13-006

ATLAS-CONF-2013-049

Example of “difficult” SUSY channels! 
Assume ATLAS and CMS detector 
performance remains the same

LHC:
:

8 TeV 20 fb-1

From Y. K. Kim’s talk at ICHEP2014
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